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Suits you, sir

IF the cap fits ... Plasmarl boy
Kevin Johns tries on the nifty
headgear before being made
an Honorary Fellow of Swansea
Metropolitan University.
The ODA president picked up his
award at a graduation ceremony
at the Grand Theatre in July.
Francis Morgan, another Old
Dy’vorian, was also honoured see picture Page 9.
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Now we’ve got a
Facebook page!

N

EW webmaster Eric
Karklins has set up a
Facebook page with
the title Dynevor School Old
Dy’vorians’ Association.

To get the page started he’s put
on it some of his pictures, taken
in the 1960s, that his predecessor
Dave Tovey helped scan in.
There is a reference to the ODA
website so people can go there to
find out how to join and learn all
about the association.
We now need lots of LIKES
so the site can be validated as a
legitimate Facebook page. Or
something like that!
OK, this sort of thing might not
be everyone’s cup of tea - but it’s
another step into the 21st century
for the ODA. That’s the way it is
these days.

Eric (pictured above), who was
at Dynevor from 1959 until 1966,
has discovered that 129 Old
Dy’vorians are already on Facebook - but, of course, not all of
them are members of the ODA.
Have a look at some of Eric’s
pictures on Page 16 - they’ll take
you back exactly 50 years.
He said: “It’s new to me but I
will get there. There is work to
do on the website, too, that I shall
pay attention to next”.
If you’re a technophobe, like
many of us of a certain age and
disposition, why not get your
children, or even better in this
current day and age, your grandchildren, to show you the ropes.
Switched-on friends will do too.
Maybe, just maybe, old dogs
really can learn a few new tricks.

Welcome to TOD 23 ... we hope you enjoy the read
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Blimey, they had it easy back in ‘24

H

ope you weren’t expecting a leisurely start to this issue of TOD - because, right from the off, it’s time to
get the old grey matter working.
The father of a friend of Alan Clewett was
in Dynevor in 1924 and had to sit Swansea
Education Committee’s mental arithmetic

examination for scholarship.
He kept a this actual copy of the exam
paper, which Alan’s friend passed to him.
Could YOU be one of the Old Dy’vorians
who can do it now? Get yourself a pencil
and piece of paper and have a go. Answers
on Page 8. No cheating, no peeping.

SWANSEA EDUCATION COMMITTEE

Entrance Scholarship Examination, 1924.
ARITHMETIC (1)
You are to work these questions MENTALLY, and write down the answer in the space
provided. You must write nothing else, neither on this paper nor on the blotting-paper,
nor anywhere. The questions must be worked Mentally.
(Time allowed - 15 minutes)
1.

What number must be added to 8275 to give 10244?

2.

If 5 people gather apples at the rate of 12 per person per minute, how many apples
will they gather in 35 minutes?

3.

Divide 3/- between two persons so that one has 8d. more than the other.

4.

How many months will there be between 1st January, 1920, and 31st December,
1924?

5.

A lesson lasts 45 minutes; 5/9 of it has gone. How many minutes are left?

6.

12 cricket caps are bought for £1/1/0 and sold at 2/6 each. What profit is made?

7.

Find the sum of 4 1/8 and 2 1/9.

8.

Find the cost of 72 lbs. of wool at 1/3 per lb.

9.

How many half-crowns are equal to 3 pounds, 3 crowns, 3 florins and 3 sixpences?

10. A motor goes 3 times as fast as a horse. The horse goes 36 miles in 6 hours. How
long will it take the motor?
11. Divide 0.1 by 0.01.
12. Reduce 1/2 to decimal of 4/8.
13. Six pupils in a class made 2, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 3 errors respectively. Find the average
number of mistakes.
14. What is the cost of a cricket bat marked 15/- from which ten per cent. is taken off?
15. A bicycle is bought for £5 and sold for £6. What is the profit per cent?
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An early apology from the new editor ...

Sorry, no Page Three
Girls or Agony Aunts

I

t’s a privilege, it really is, to become the
new editor of The Old Dy’vorian. And all
I can say is, I’ll give it my best shot.
My predecessor Peter Macpherson did a
smashing job - and he’ll certainly be a hard
act to follow.
Inevitably, though, whenever there’s a
switch in the hot seat, there’ll be changes in
the product.
Question is, will those changes involve just
a little tweak and tickle here and there, or
will they mean major surgery?
Well, in case you’re wondering, I have to
admit I considered introducing a Page Three
Girl, bringing in an Agony Aunt column and
generating some income by including some
dodgy Massage Parlour advertisments.
Not to mention recruiting a team of ruthless, cunning, amoral ‘phone hackers to dig
up as much Dynevor dirt as possible. People who’d sell their granny for a juicy bit of
scandal.
Only joking. Honest.
What I’ll be striving for, seriously, is a
magazine that’s interesting, informative and
relevant. A magazine that Old Dy’vorians
really look forward to receiving twice a year.
I have to say, too, that I’d like to inject
a bit more humour. We had a lot of laughs,
one way or the other, at our great old school
- and recalling some of those tales that put
smiles on our faces wouldn’t go amiss.
I reckon there’s probably a funny Dynevor
story in each and every one of us - and as
long as it’s printable, in ‘reasonable’ taste
and doesn’t cause any explosions in the
minefield that is the Law of Libel, well, why
not share it through the columns of TOD?
Make no mistake, The Old Dy’vorian isn’t
simply about the editor or the ODA president or the committee - it’s about the people
who read it. And the people who contribute
to it.

Editor Jeff
Humphreys:
looking for
ideas, ideas
and more
ideas ...

Let’s face it, there’s no publication that
can’t be improved. So please, please, please,
let’s have ideas, ideas, ideas. And, particularly, it would be really terrific to get more
contributions from ‘newer’ Old Dy’vorians
- those, say, who were at the school from the
mid-sixties onwards. Male and female.
Anyway, get in touch if you have any comments - good or bad - or suggestions or if
you’ve got an article in mind. My contact
details are on the Back Page.
It’s the same as far as our website is concerned. There’s a genuine desire among
committee members to build on the great
work undertaken by Dave Tovey to get
www.dynevorrevisited.org.uk established.
But we’ll only get more hits if the website
is good enough to attract them - again, if it’s
interesting, informative and relevant.
And, of course, if it’s fresh; it simply must
be updated very, very regularly.
It goes without saying that that can only
happen if we get plenty of ongoing contributions, so if you have any snippets, any news
of Old Dy’vorians or their families, any ideas at all, please get in touch.
Let me throw in one idea that just might
work - plenty of Old Dy’vorians are Swans’
fans or Ospreys’ fans. Well, how about supporters sending in their comments throughout the season, whether it’s to do with the
round ball or the oval ball?
We could get those views on the website
pretty quickly and, maybe, get some sort of
debate going. Just a thought!
Again, if you have anything you think
might be suitable for the website, channel
it through to me and I’ll forward it to our
new webmaster Eric Karklins, who’ll do the
necessary.
Anyway, enough of my ramblings. Enjoy
TOD 23 - but don’t skip that mental arithmetic exam on Page 2.
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Swansea
in the
1790s one of
Gerald’s
prints

Gerald
Gabb :
bringing
alive the
past ...

A

It’s bombs they’re
dropping, dear,
not sandwiches!

fascinating stroll back in time
through Swansea - that’s what’s
on offer in this year’s Old
Dy’vorians’ Association lecture on
Thursday, October 10.

It will be given by well-known local historian and author Gerald Gabb, who was at
Dynevor from 1961 until 1968.
Gerald’s talk is entitled Some New Light
On Swansea History and will be illustrated
with pictures and prints from his research.
The lecture takes place at the Dynevor
Campus, Swansea Metropolitan University,
starting at 7pm, and there’ll be time for an
informal discussion and questions at the
end. And it’s FREE.
For the first time at this annual event,
complimentary refreshments will be available between 6pm and 7pm - and those
who wish to partake should contact ODA
secretary Phill Davies on phillipdavies47@
btinternet.com or by telephone on 01792
883978 by September 26.
Gerald was education officer at Swansea
Museum for a quarter-of-a-century until his
retirement in the summer of 2009.
He brought the past alive for thousands
of children over the years, having joined

Swansea Council from Llansamlet Junior
Comprehensive School where he was Head
of History as well as a Classical Studies
teacher.
One of the funniest moments Gerald can
recall from his time at the museum involves
a talk on the Second World War.
He said: “During an adult visit on the
theme of World War II, some of the older
people in the group were recounting memories and an old gentleman stood up and told
us how, after so many bomb alerts, he and
his wife didn’t always bother trudging out to
the Anderson shelter.
“But one night the explosions seemed
close and they struggled out of bed. Then
halfway down the stairs, she stopped and
started back and, when he asked her where
she was going, she told him she was heading
back for her false teeth, to which he replied:
‘Good God it’s bombs they’re dropping, not
sandwiches’!”
Gerald will bring along copies of the brandnew (pre-launch) 2014 Swansea History
Journal, which he edits, in case people want
one - and he’ll say a little about its contents.
This really does sound like a cracking
night in store - don’t miss it.
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But, Sir, I have a drink with
my parents every Sunday
THE death of Billy Hullin (1953-60) was reported
briefly in our March edition. But it’s worth recalling that he remains the school’s only Old Boy to
have played rugby for Wales at senior level - in
the 11-5 defeat against Scotland in 1967. Billy
(pictured right) might well have added to that
solitary cap, too, had it not been for the fact that
the greatest scrum-half who ever drew breath,
Gareth Edwards, had just arrived on the scene.
Here Ken Sharpe, a pal of Billy’s for those seven years at Dynevor, posts some memories.

I

remember Billy as an excellent all-round
sportsman in our schooldays.While rugby was Billy’s forte, he also represented
the school cricket 1st XI for four years, making the No. 3 position his own.
In rugby, he was an outstanding scrumhalf right from the start, forming a half-back
pairing with Dai Price for their entire school
career.
This culminated in Billy being awarded his
Wales Secondary Schools cap against England in 1960.
Many thought Dai should have been capped
as well, having played the whole match in
the final Welsh Trial, but, as often happens,
school politics came to the fore.
One of my own personal memories of Billy on the rugby field is of tackling him using
the wrong head position, resulting in a very
sore head for me.

Your own
wives,
please...

Billy and Dai continued their partnership
by joining Mumbles Rugby Club, but shortly afterwards Billy started out on his firstclass career.
To end on a humorous note, Billy, myself
and about 10 other boys ended up in The
Rhyddings pub following a Speech Day.
However, we were seen there by a master,
who reported us to the Headmaster, Meredydd Hughes for under-age drinking!
We were all trawled up before Meredydd
who asked us to promise not to drink until
we reached 18.
Billy responded with the classic words: “I
can’t promise this, Sir, as I have a drink with
my parents every Sunday morning in Mumbles Conservative Club’’.
This shows how Billy could stand-up for
himself - an excellent quality for a scrumhalf.

THIS year’s ODA Past Presidents’ lunch will be at our usual
location, Langland Bay Golf Club, on Friday, November 8,
(12.30 for 1pm). It’s £17 per head, and the menu will be
buffet starter; choice of main course from chicken in white
wine, beef in red wine sauce, lamb shank, vegetarian option;
buffet dessert. Wives and partners - preferably your own are welcome. Edgar McCarthy will be in contact nearer the
date to collect money and get your choice of main course.
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Dead ringers and doppelgangers

T

hey say each and every
one of us has a lookalike
somewhere - it could be
past or present.

Well, TOD has received a couple
of suggestions from regular readers
about old boys who, they reckon,
bear a striking resemblance to the
rich and famous, the great and the
good.
And we couldn’t resist starting the
ball rolling by featuring a couple of
them.
So step up Professor Dudley Sinnett (1959), our President-In-WaitLes Dawson ... would
Dudley Sinnett ...
ing and eminent surgeon, alongside
he be any good in the does he know any
comedy legend Les Dawson, who
operating theatre?
mother-in-law jokes?
passed away back in 2009.
Then we have Keith Ferguson
(1958) alongside King WillemAlexander of The Netherlands, who
was crowned on the last day of
April this year.
Mind you, we’re reliably informed that Keith himself is
regarded as royalty, too - at least in
South Wales accountancy circles.
The reality of it, of course, is that
if Dudley and Keith don’t see the
funny side, this could be the shortest tenure of any editor in British
media history.
Willem-Alexander ...
Keith Ferguson ... does If YOU can come up with any
doppelganger suggestions, let us
can he keep a financial he really answer to
know. Contact details - Back Page
grip on things?
Your Highness?

He really
will send
the boys
round ...

NEARLY 150 members still haven’t updated their annual subscriptions due in January - it’s now £10.
Treasurer Steve Way, shedding that nice-guy image, says he’ll
‘send the boys round’ if those tenners don’t appear soon. And you
know what that means. It means hospital food. For a good few
weeks or even months. You have been warned!
Steve does accept payment by cheque for those unable or not
wishing to use the Banker’s Order method. In these cases a £50
cheque representing five years’ subscriptions is judged to be adequate to save the expense of issuing costly annual reminders.
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Wales punching above its weight
By Jim Waygood (1955-60)

G

arel opened by outlining the sector history in the UK from the
major UK car companies to the
present day showing the change from
British to foreign car companies commanding the major share of the UK production.

Twenty-five per cent of Ford engines were
produced in the UK, of which half were produced in Wales – and in 2015 output was expected to be 2,235000 engines.
2012 saw the first balance of payments surplus in the automotive industry and by 2016
it was expected to be about £8billion.
Despite this improving outlook, however,
the industry has gone through tough times
over the past six years, seeing a reduction of
some 28 per cent overall in production. In
Wales the reduction was 19 per cent.
The Welsh performance was better because
the production is centred on components and
engines rather than the assembly of whole
cars, as is the case for the majority of the
output in the rest of the UK - Nissan, for example.
In 2012, the automotive sector in Wales
was worth £3billion with some 18,000 employees.
In conclusion , Garel said that sector in the
UK was expected to improve and that overall production by 2020 should be back to the
2005 levels - and that Wales would continue
to punch above its weight in the automotive
sector and could see an addition of some
2,000 jobs.
A short Question and Answer session took
place and an interesting statistic that came

This year’s annual Swansea Metropolitan University/Old Dy’vorians’
Lecture, the sixth since its inception
in 2008, was given by Emeritus
Professor Garel Rhys (above) - the
well-known British Motor Industry
guru - and entitled The Global Motor Industry in Wales.
Held at the Dynevor Campus of the
university, it attracted an excellent audience of Old Dy’vorians,
university staff, scholars from the
School of Automotive Studies and
members of the general public.
The lecture was once again introduced by Professor David Warner,
who welcomed all those attending.
out was that, of all the cars registered in the
UK, about 30 per cent were over nine years
old.
The vote of thanks was proposed by Phil
Stone - and Garel was warmly applauded for
his excellent lecture.

year’s ODA annual dinner will take place at SwanNext year’s NEXT
sea University on Friday, March 28. The Swans are home
Norwich the following day. Graham Hanford, who did
dinner set tomuch
to make this year’s event a success, has stepped
down from the dinner committee due to other commitfor March ments. See 2013 report on next two pages.
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Another night of good company, good food and good entertainment

Kevin is so
proud to
fly the flag

‘T

I have never been so
honoured in all my life

HOSE were the words of Kevin
Johns MBE after he was installed as President of the Old
Dy’vorians’ Association for 2013-14.

Big words. And he meant every one of
them, as was obvious when he added: “Everything I’ve achieved in life I owe to Dynevor. I am proud to fly the flag for this incredible school.”
Well, he certainly has achieved a lot in his
life - far too much to list here. Let’s just describe him as one of Wales’s most versatile
and popular entertainment personalities. A
man, too, who continues to be filled with a
passion to present the relevance of Christianity to present-day living.
This particular occasion, though, the ODA
annual dinner at Swansea University on May
10, was all about Dynevor. And Kevin briefly reflected upon his years there between
1974 and 1979.
He recalled the characters he encountered,
and there was a special tribute to that truly
outstanding English master Ossie Morris.
Then, being a Swans’ man through-andthrough, he couldn’t resist a dig at that lot
from the Far East, Cardiff City.
“They’ll last four seasons in the Premier

WE all recognise the chap on the left ...
Noel Blows, the driving force behind the
ODA recruitment surge in recent years.
But what about the bloke alongside him
at the annual dinner - the fella with the
Jimmy Edwards’ whiskers? C’mon, most
of you can surely remember Whacko!
He’s Peter Palmer, in his eighties, lives
in Florida, just joined the ODA and this
was his first dinner.
He’s got a fascinating story to tell ... it’s
in the next TOD. Picture: Rob Mitchell.

League,” he predicted. “Summer, Autumn,
Winter and Spring.”
Next, for some reason I can’t remember,
he mentioned Llanelli, which, he said was
“Like Briton Ferry with the life sucked out
of it.” If there were any people at our dinner
from the land of the Scarlets, they certainly
kept rather quiet!
Then, and again it escapes me precisely
why, he mentioned The Hafod - ‘Afod - and,
particularly, Aberdyberthi Street.
Aberdyberthi Street. A name to conjure
with. There’s something rather iconic about
it, don’t you think? And, of course, the very
name is only done justice when it is pronounced in a lovely, lyrical Welsh accent.
>>> Continued on next page

HOW DID YOU GET ON? Mental arithmetic (from Page 2): We weren’t
actually supplied with the answers - so the editor, who’s a plonker when it
comes to maths, asked his wife if she’d have a go ...
1. 1969 2. 2100 3. 1/10d and 1/2d 4. 60 5. 20 minutes 6. 9 shillings 7. 6
17/72 8. £4 10/- 9. 33 10. 2 hours 11. 10 12. 0.5 13. 4 2/3 14. 13/6d 15. 20
per cent. If any are wrong, and let us know if they are, blame her!

Francis honoured
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SWANSEA Metropolitan University has awarded an
Honorary Fellowship to Old Dy’vorian Francis Morgan,
one of the world’s most prominent educational publishers.
Francis (pictured right) earned a degree in graphic
design at Swansea College of Art after leaving Dynevor.
He became an Internet entrepreneur when he created
the Reading A-Z website, now one of the most successful and popular educational websites on the Internet.
Francis lives with his wife, Josephine, who is Professor
Emerita of Pharmacology at the University of Arizona.

<<< From previous page
It was a cracking little cameo from Kevin.
He’s proving a smashing president. But let’s
move on to the night’s main speaker.
Peter Stead, the Barry-born writer, broadcaster and historian, began his secondary
education at Barry Grammar School before
the family headed west to Gowerton, which,
he said, he considered to be “At the cusp of
barbarianism and civilisation.”
A graduate of Swansea University, he was
subsequently a visiting Fulbright scholar at
Wellesley College and at the University of
North Carolina, and is Chairman of the Dylan Thomas Literary Prize.
Along with the late Patrick Hannan, Peter
has been a member of the Welsh team in the
radio series Round Britain Quiz for several
years.
Anyway, he certainly knew his audience,
because his talk essentially amounted to an
eulogy on the greatness of Welsh grammar
schools. Eh, we’ll all drink to that.
Gowerton Grammar School, he said, like
the one he started in at Barry, was truly

Stalwarts
thanked
for years
of service

among the ‘greats’.
“Welsh grammar schools,” he added, “were
modelled on English public schools, but
ours were for the working class. They were
the backbone of Wales. And this has been a
poorer country with their demise.”
Would we Old Dy’vorians, I wondered
during his talk, place Dyevor among those
greats. No contest as far as I’m concerned.
It truly was.
The evening ended with thanks to those
retiring committee members who are mentioned elsewhere in this journal. And a cheer
greeted the announcement of former president the Rev Lionel Hopkins’s recent 65th
birthday.
Finally it was the raffle. Ironic, really, because I won a bottle of red wine - a month
after calling it quits on the old alcohol. And
thanks for asking, I’m still off it and, honestly, not missing it one iota.
All that was left was to say Nos da to
friends who will always be friends. See you
next year.

Jeff Humphreys

A CELEBRATION dinner for retiring ODA committee members was held at La Braseria in Wind
Street, Swansea, on Tuesday, August 20. Those
bowing out after giving stalwart service in recent
years were Noel Blows, Peter Macpherson, Edgar
McCarthy, Dave Tovey, Clem Williams and Brian
Willis. A good night was had by all, though Peter
and Edgar were unfortunately unable to attend but a ‘toast’ was drunk to them all the same.
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First group out: (from left) Keith Morris,
Kelvin Howells, Peter Clement, Jeff Fackrell

(From left): Dave Francis, Peter Samuel,
Tudor Lewis (in shocking hat), Alun Clement

<<<
(From
left):
Clem
Williams,
Stuart
Jefferson,
Ken
Sharpe,
Bill
Winkley

(From left): John Meredith, Roger
Pike, Ray Thomas

>>>
(From
left):
John
Rees,
John
Allison,
Andy
Reilly,
Phil
Gavey
Last group back : (from left) Alan
Tucker, Brian Seaman, Alan Clewett

Gallery of
swingers

IT might not be Pebble Beach or St Andrews - but the annual
ODA Golf Day at Clyne on May 10 was enjoyed by the 22
players pictured above. Peter Samuel now takes over from
Ken Sharpe as organiser. Thanks for all you’ve done, Ken.
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^^^

Fab Four:
Jeff Fackrell,
Kelvin Howells, Peter
Clement and
Keith Morris
receive their
Top Team
prize, £20
vouchers
each, from
The Man
Himself.

^^^

Star Man:
Keith Morris
receives the
Individual
prize, a £40
voucher, from
new ODA
president
Kevin Johns.

^^^

Golden Shot:
There wasn’t
an official
Shot of the
Day prize ...
but if there
had been it
would have
gone to Phil
Gavey. Phil
found himself
flirting with
this lovely
Jag on the
last hole, but
King Pin: It’s That Man Again ... pitched to a
presenting a £20 to voucher Pe- few feet and
sunk the putt.
ter Samuel for Nearest the Pin.

Big Hitter: Kelvin Howells collects
his £20 voucher from the president
for the Longest Drive of the day.
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Welcome to 14 new boys - and
time to end annual Directory

T

Membership Update
By Keith Evans

he second edition of the Old
Dy’vorians’ Directory of Members was published in August
2012 with the intention of publishing a
new edition annually.
Since then, however, the Association
has seen the successful launch of its new
website with a dedicated Members’ Area,
which contains a regularly updated Directory.

Accordingly, as members are now able to
access details online, it has been decided to
discontinue annual publication of the Directory of Members - although a new edition
may be printed periodically - and, instead,
provide a regular printed summary of changes to the membership in TOD.
In future, on joining the ODA members
will be provided with the most recentlypublished edition of the Directory together
with login details for the website.
This means that all members who are internet users will have access to the most current and accurate information available.
For those members who prefer to rely on
hard copies, the most recently-published
edition of the Directory of Members used in
conjunction with the regular updates printed
in TOD will provide the most up-to-date information.
This will not be as current as visiting the
online Directory but still offers an improvement over the previous annual publication.

NEW members who joined during the
year are Peter Clement (1963), Kelvin Howells (1962), Terry James
(1948), Gareth Jones (1967), Paul
Killa (1957), Peter Palmer (1943), Paul
Phillips (1966), Clifford Picton (1950),
Hugh Picton (1958), Tudor Price
(1958), Barrie Roberts (1958), Paul
Sidey (1950), Ray Thomas (1957) and
John Wright (1946).
Specifically in relation to changes over the
past 12 months, ODA membership numbers have increased marginally. Eleven Old
Dy’vorians have been removed from the
Directory as they resigned or are sadly no
longer with us - and there are 14 additions.
Should any member identify further potential Old Dy’vorians who may be interested
in the Association, please suggest that they
contact our Membership Secretary, Ken
Sharpe, on 01432 359990 or at ken.sharpe@
btinternet.com for further information.
If any current member finds himself or
herself not listed in our online Directory
or wishes to amend personal details, please
contact directory@dynevorrevisited.org.uk.
In order that the Old Dy’vorians’ Association complies with the Data Protection Act,
the Directory only includes members’ surnames, initials, preferred name and the years
spent at Dynevor School.
The committee is prepared to assist individual members in contacting other members after obtaining prior consent from the person
to be contacted.

Balconiers enjoy their day at the cricket

ABOUT 50 of the ODA’s cricket-loving Balconiers, with wives and friends, had a cracking day
at Glamorgan’s county championship match against Leicestershire at the St Helens ground on
August 21 - organised by Ken Sharpe. Special guest was brilliant former Glamorgan opening
batsman Alan Jones, who spoke, among other interesting things, about fearsome fast bowlers of
his time - with lightning-quick South African Garth le Roux getting a prominent mention.

When Iorwerth
and dad wowed
the Eisteddfod

I

n early August 2012 I attended the
Old Dyvorians’ Day at the cricket at
St. Helens. At tea time I had a chat
with Iorwerth Mort, who had taught me
maths in the 1959-60 academic year.

I have known of Mr. Mort, as I still call
him, from before my days at Dynevor.
Despite the age difference of some 10
years, Iorwerth and my father, Ray, were
close friends, both having been brought up
at Dinas Noddfa Welsh Baptist Chapel in
Plasmarl and members of that chapel’s Dramatic Society.
However, totally news to me was Iorwerth’s revelation in that noisy room last
August that he and my father had been involved in winning first prize at the National
Eisteddfod.
It was a good number of months later that
I contacted Iorwerth to obtain more details,
and his recall of the events of some 75 years
ago was remarkable.
The Dinas Dramatic Society had won second prize in the Eisteddfod in Machynlleth
in 1937. In 1938 they went one better and
won first prize after one of their number,
Emlyn James, an Old Dyvorian , had translated J.M. Barrie’s Hewers of Coal – Torrwyr Glo.
Emlyn was the producer and was a member of the cast, as was his brother, Tom, who
was later to be a Chemistry master at Dynevor. The preliminary round was held in the
Chapel’s schoolroom and they were selected
to be one of three companies to appear in
the final which was held at the old Prince of
Wales theatre in Cardiff.
It was a two-act play. The first act takes
place down the mine with four men and an
apprentice (Iorwerth) and ends in a mine
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By Lyndon Thomas
(1958-63)

disaster. The second act is about the rescue
when one of the men doesn’t survive. Apparently, my father had been in charge of the
set and sound effects.
Soon after the win, Emlyn James went off
to form the Landore Theatre Company/The
Plasmarl Players.
His ability as a producer was highlighted
even further when, in its first year of being,
the Landore Theatre Company won first
prize in a UK one-act drama competition
performing Emlyn Williams’s Wind of Heaven, with the final held in Harrogate. Emlyn
was then called up to the forces where he
worked at ENSA with J.B. Priestley.
The James family were closely connected
to Dynevor as the three brothers - Tom, Emlyn and Islwyn - were pupils as well as Emlyn’s son, David, and Tom’s son, Brian.
By 1996, when my father died, the parttime Minister at my former chapel, Seilo
Newydd, Landore (where Glan Powell had
once been my Sunday School teacher) was
Rev. Lyn Evans, who had previously been
a Classics master at Bishop Gore. He and
Iorwerth conducted my father’s bi-lingual
funeral.
I don’t recall how it was decided who
would speak in each of the languages but it
must be quite unusual for a funeral to be led
by two former masters from rival grammar
schools in a city.
Emlyn Williams:
his Wind of
Heaven, performed by the
Landore Theatre
Company, won
first prize in a
UK competition
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So who did put the school crest
on that St Mary’s Church pew?
By former TOD editor
Peter Macpherson (1944-51)

W

e published an interesting
story on Page 19 of TOD22
under the above heading and
challenged anyone to come up with the
answer.
The response - the best of any enquiry we
published during my editorship - has been
quite remarkable, heart-warming and informative.
First up was Bill Perrins, followed closely by Bishop Emeritus Tony Pierce, Stuart
Winks and Roger Brown. It was suggested
the answer might be had by trawling old
ODA Minute Books of around the mid ‘50s,
a pretty exhausting task.
The closest was Tony, who suggested that
the pew itself (the crest was added later) was
a gift from the Old Dy’vorians, made in response to a public appeal by the Vicar of St.
Mary’s, Canon Harry Williams, himself an
Old Dy’vorian.
But let the rest of the story be told by Bernard ‘Buzz’ Jones (1941).
Having himself been involved in St.
Mary’s, he sent me the following story, together with a selection of reports and cuttings from the Evening Post, which he had
put together with the help of Harry’s widow,
the late Mrs. Betty Williams:
On 15 April, 1950, the Post reported that a
public meeting had been called in the Brangwyn Hall ‘to inaugurate and commend to
Church people and Swansea citizens generQueen Elizabeth,
the Queen Mother,
attended the
re-dedication
of the rebuilt St
Mary’s Church on
May 28, 1959

ally an appeal for £100,000, to help rebuild
the blitzed Church’. Subsequently, all donations received were published at regular intervals in both the Post and Western Mail.
On 10 September, 1958, Harry Williams
was inducted at St. James’ Church as Vicar
of Swansea.
On 28 May, 1959, Queen Elizabeth, the
Queen Mother, arrived at High Street station
in the Royal Train to attend the re-dedication of the rebuilt St. Mary’s Church.
On 19 August, 1959, the Post reported
that ‘in addition to monetary donations
and other gifts, St. Mary’s received a set of
‘prie-dieu’ (kneelers or pews) from the Old
Grammarians and a similar gift from the
Old Dy’vorians’.
Both gifts were dedicated by the Vicar in
memory of past members of each school who
had lost their lives in the two great wars. The
badge of Dynevor School had been carved
into the oak wood of the ‘prayer desks’,
which would be placed on the South side
of the Nave, the Grammar School (Bishop
Gore) set being on the North side.
On 9 January, 1961, the Post announced
that the re-building of St. Mary’s had cost
£260,000, of which the Church had to raise
£140,000, the War Damage Commission
funding the balance, so that the Church
could be declared ‘free of debt’.

Another
year of
change
and
growth
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PHIL STONE looks
back on his 2012-13 stint
as ODA president

A

successful Annual Dinner, once
again well-organised by Noel
Blows and his team, gave my
presidential year an auspicious start, while
Behnaz Akhgar, one of my guest speakers
at the dinner, brought a distinctly feminine
touch to the occasion.
As one of the BBC Wales weather presenters, Behnaz has been an excellent ambassador for the former pupils of Dynevor
Comprehensive School - and not surprisingly (see picture above right)) won the unanimous acclaim of the diners!
The dinner heralded a year of further
change and growth for the association. The
membership passed the 600 mark and the
breadth of association events also continued
to grow.
As a result of Ken Sharpe’s initiatives, for
the first time last year our sporting activities
included not only an annual golf tournament
but also an August cricket day at St Helens
in support of Glamorgan CCC.
We now have so many season-ticket hold-

ers in our ranks that perhaps the next development should be an afternoon at the Liberty Stadium for the benefit of OD supporters
of our football team.
Roger Williams set about the extremely
worthwhile but ambitious task of archiving
and making available to a wider audience
the many Dynevor artefacts inherited by
Alan Smith, the headmaster when Dynevor
School closed.
Roger’s work is already beginning to bear
fruit through his contacts with the West
Glamorgan Archive Service and may in due
course lead to a digitised record of an almost
complete run of school magazines.
In December, our new website was
launched and, while there is still room for it
to develop, it will hopefully prove a worthy
successor to the one that Dave Tovey so ably
created and maintained on our behalf.
We continued to consolidate our ties with
Swansea Metropolitan University and it was
my pleasure to represent the ODA at the
>>> Continued on next page
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All good sports
THREE of the picures put on Facebook by ODA
webmaster Eric Karklins - all taken at Sports Day up at
The Ganges in, we think, the summer of 1963.
Above: Headmaster Meredydd Glyn Hughes, deep in
thought, with his predecessor Glan Powell.
Above right: Cyril Jones, the fantastic maths master we
called Tojo, seen competing in a new event - Pipe Smoking
in Shirtsleeves. No boy dared enter ... so he won it.
Below right: Dennis Jones, a bit of a hard-case who very
quickly became known as Basher. When he spoke, you listened. He was highly-respected, an excellent biology master and a good bloke. See lots more pictures on Facebook .

<<< Continued from previous page
joint ODA-SMU lecture given the previous
year by Jane Davidson.
At the ODA annual awards ceremony in
October, I was privileged to present ODA
awards to four students of the university
achieving academic success in spite of economic or physical disadvantage.
We do hope to maintain and develop these
important links with SMU in its new life as
part of a much larger institution.
Sadly the ODA Committee had to say
farewell in the course of the year to a number of members whose service has hugely
benefited the Association. Edgar McCarthy
and Brian Willis, both former presidents, departed after long and valuable service; Dave

Tovey, our webmaster, Peter Macpherson,
the editor of this magazine, as well as our
membership secretary par excellence, Noel
Blows,, all bowed out.
The positions on the committee they vacated have now all been filled and we wish
the new incumbents the very best of luck as
they attempt to build on the very substantial
achievements of their predecessors.
I offer my sincere thanks to the many ODs
who supported me in my presidential year
and helped to make it such an enjoyable experience.
Very best wishes go to my successors,
Kevin Johns this year and Dudley Sinnett
after him, for a successful and rewarding
presidency.
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Could Leslie really have been
spying on the Germans?

D

Roger Brown (1953-60) concludes his
three-part series A First Year At Dynevor
uring that first week we were
introduced to the masters who
were to teach us.

Dick Evans, who taught Geography in his
own room, travelled on the same bus as we
did. His great feat was to exhibit the movement of the celestial bodies by a visual display, utilising his whole body, a feat that we
often requested he repeat.
His proud boast was that he never used
physical punishment, a matter which I believe we respected for he never had any
trouble with his pupils. His son, Walter, was
often used as an example for us to follow as
one who worked diligently and had achieved
distinction in his field. The first task assigned us was to draw a map of our route to
school from our homes. Alas, the size of the
Dynevor exercise books allocated to us was
hardly suited for the length of the journeys
many of us made. Mine was two miles; that
allowed a free season ticket, but others travelled much further.
Doughy Baker, who taught Latin, had a
ruler in his briefcase that he used sparingly

Emlyn Evans:
wartime tales

but effectively, as I knew to my cost on several occasions.
Ossie Morris enraptured us with English,
and Emlyn Evans with History, though he
sometimes told us of his experiences during
the Second World War.
I believe that Leslie Evans, later Head
of Bishop Gore, whose field was German,
probably introduced us to the French language. It was alleged he had been a British
spy in Germany during the war. His father
was the artist Will Evans.
Curtis Grove certainly taught us. His subject was Geography but I believe he took us
in Scripture. The lesson was generally given
over for us to read individually from the Bible, or to have some additional work in another subject.
Curtis was the school disciplinarian and
was called upon by Glan Powell to punish
physically those who needed it. One boy,
who was a bully, didn’t sit down after he had
been dealt with during one break.
Sandy Morgan was the Art Master, and he
spoilt his subject for many of us by making
>>> Continued on next page

Nicknames! Can you beat this one?
MENTION is often made in The Old Dy’vorian, usually very fondly, of nicknames
of teachers we encountered at Dynevor. Indeed, each and every reader can
probably recall a good dozen or more.
But rarely in these pages do we recollect nicknames we gave to fellow-pupils.
Somebody, and we think it prudent for there to be anonymity all-round in this situation, recently recalled a boy in his year who was a brilliant chess player but who
had terrible, really awful, breath.
His nickname was STALEMATE. C’mon, fair do’s ... it’s a cracker!
So how about dredging up some of the favourite nicknames you gave to friend
or foe? And why? As long as they’re reasonably inoffensive and, of course, not
defamatory, we’ll publish them. Anonymity where requested!
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Handsome and well-dressed
so why did we call him Scruff?

<<< From previous page
our first task writing our names in broad calligraphy so that the strip of paper on which
this was completed could be pasted onto the
folders we received for our art work. I only
once received a decent mark from him, and
that was for a picture of the street in which
we lived as depicted from a window of our
home. I actually made it up, but Sandy, in
some exasperation, painted the curtains for
me, and later attributed his handiwork to
myself.
‘Mop’ Lloyd, a fervent Welshman who rode
a motorbike, taught biology.
Morgan Lloyd, a noted Swansea musician,
was our peripatetic violin teacher. He wasn’t
popular with other members of the staff as
he would summon us from their lessons.
We met in the top gym changing room, but
it was firmly believed, at a time when the
Welsh Nationalists were transmitting illegal
broadcasts, that he had a transmitter on his
motor bike!
John Richards, known as Porkie because
of his diminutive height and his substantial
waist, was the Music master. Our first lesson required each boy to sing some notes,
and if we passed, whether we liked it or not,
we were in the school choir. We met after
school, and in our first year performed Pergolesi’s Stabat Mater, with other items. It
took place in Ebenezer Chapel, behind Alexandra Road. I didn’t get on with him nor
with the violin, probably because I didn’t

In Memoriam

WE are saddened to
report the deaths of
the following Old
Dy’vorians. May they
rest in peace:
David R. Davies (19551960); Francis Boat
(1949-1956); Dr R. T.
Llewellyn (1949-1956).

practise sufficiently, and soon gave it up.
Each year, I think it may have been in in
the Autumn term, we had a Hobbies Exhibition. Both gyms were transformed and hobbies and exhibits took over. I was involved
in the model railway group, but also showed
a selection of cigarette cards, while others
had stamps, models and such like. The old
chestnuts of see-through bricks (worked by
mirrors) came from the science labs each
year. It gave much excitement and was always a feature of the school year.
It didn’t dawn on me for some time that the
majority of the staff were university graduates. The knowledge filled me with some
awe. A number wore gowns, some almost
green with age and often scarred with chalk
dust. The Headmaster and Deputy Head,
“Scruff” Griffiths, were also so arrayed.
Why he was called “Scruff” I have no idea,
for he was always well dressed and was an
extremely handsome man.
It took time to settle in Dynevor, especially as I was the youngest of my year,
but the courtesy and pastoral care of those
who taught us, and the general ethos of the
school, one of corporate identity, greatly assisted the process.
Many of us had heard stories of new boys
being ducked and maltreated, but it was all
talk. Roger Beynon once accused me in
good humour of starting a riot, but the circumstances now escape me … here endeth
the lesson.

Student awards

THE ODA’s annual awards to
Swansea Metropolitan University
students will take place at a ceremony at the Dynevor Campus on
Thursday, October 10 (2.45pm).
Each of the four students who
have been nominated for the
2013 awards will receive £350.

Sorry, Keith

IN our article New
Website Goes Live in
March’s edition of
The Old Dy’vorian,
we omitted to mention
Keith Evans. He was
and still is, of course,
a major player in this
development.
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Dewi a man of steel for 40 years

R

emember all those end-ofterm schools reports?

Either you could hardly wait to
get home so you could wallow in
parental praise. Or you could barely bring yourself to hand it over to
your mam and dad in the knowledge that a savage tongue-lashing
was just around the corner.
Anyway, Dewi Morgan (195762), knowing TOD is partial to a
wee drop of nostalgia, sent us his
last-ever report - recording that he

got five GCE ‘O’ levels - just in
case we were interested. You can
see it below
Dewi, who now lives in Kittle,
went on to a fine 40-year career
in the Steel Company of Wales,
through all its various, ever-changing names, until his retirement in
2005.
Do you have any school reports
you’d care to share with fellowreaders? TOD feels a series coming on here - so it’s over to you.

Dewi Morgan:
started out as
an apprentice
electrician.

One small positive thought in the morning can change the entire day
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Who’s Who in the ODA 2013-2014
> President : Kevin Johns MBE
kevin.johns@swanseasound.co.uk
> Vice-President : Professor Dudley Sinnett
d.sinnett@imperial.ac.uk
> Secretary : Phillip Davies
phillipdavies47@btinternet.com
Foxhill, 44 Llanedi Road, Forest, Pontardulais, Swansea SA4 0YP
> Treasurer : Steven Way
stevepw@talktalk.net
9 Croftfield Crescent, Newton, Swansea, SA3 4UL
> Journal Editor : Jeff Humphreys
jeffhumph@aol.com
The Byre, 12 Manor Barns, Warton Lane, Austrey, Warwickshire CV9 3EJ
> Assistant Editor/Production : Jim Waygood
j.waygood@btinternet.co
8, Pen-y-Cae Lane, Loughor, Swansea SA4 6RX
> Webmaster : Eric Karklins
eckarklins@gmail.com
Lonlas House, Lon Las, Neath SA10 65D
> Members’ Directory : Keith Evans
kd.evans@tiscali.co.uk
> Recruitment Officer/Marketing : Ken Sharpe
ken.sharpe@btinternet.com
4, Johns Croft, Hereford HR1 1TE
Other members of the committee include Peter Samuel (Golf), Keith Morris (Ties),
Phil Stone & David Dickinson (Past Presidents). David, Ken, Keith and Eric comprise
the Annual Dinner sub-committee.

For your diary

THE following events have already been
mentioned in this edition of TOD - but
just in case you missed them ...
> Thursday, October 10:
Annual ODA awards to Swansea Metropolitan University students. 2.45pm.
Dynevor Campus SMU.
> Thursday, October 10:
Annual ODA lecture. Some New Light
On Swansea History by Gerald Gabb.
Dynevor Campus SMU. 7pm. Refreshments from 6pm. Free.
> Friday, November 8:
Annual ODA Past Presidents’ Lunch.
Langland Bay Golf Club. 12.30 for 1pm.
£17 per head
> Friday, March 28, 2014:
Annual ODA Dinner. Swansea University.
Full details in TOD 24.

BY BUS TO SCHOOL : We all remember
being AT school - but part of the ‘craic’ was
getting there and getting home on the bus. And
who could forget those single-deckers (pictured above) that took us to Games up at the
Ganges? Sholto Thomas, who was at Dynevor
for three years before his family moved to
lovely Edinburgh in the early-60s, went on to
become a high-flyer in the bus industry. And
in TOD 24 he’ll be starting a two-part feature
entitled By Bus To School. Don’t miss it.

Copy deadline for TOD 24 is January 2, 2014

Please submit in Word format - 500/600 words & photos if possible
Jeff Humphreys 01827 830198
jeffhumph@aol.com
Jim Waygood 01792 899019
j.waygood@btinternet.com

